We develop some nonparametric tests of perfect judgment ranking for judgment post stratification sampling scheme. We show that the best proposed test beats the best existing nonparametric test of perfect judgment ranking in ranked set sampling applied to the judgment post stratification case by conditioning on the observed stratum sizes.
Introduction
In many biological, environmental or ecological problems, there are situations in which ranking population units without actually measuring them (e.g. by eye inspection or using a concomitant variable) is easy or cheap as compared with obtaining their precise values. The main motivation behind ranked set sampling (RSS) and judgment post stratification (JPS) sampling designs is to use that ranking information to obtain improved statistical inferences as compared to simple random sampling (SRS).
The RSS procedure, which is first proposed by McIntyre (1952) , can be described as follows.
One first draws m 2 units from the population and then randomly divides them into m samples, each of size m. One then ranks each sample of size m from the smallest to largest by using any inexpensive methods, such as eye inspection or using a concomitant variable, which does not require measuring the units. Finally, one actually measures the ith judgment ordered unit from the ith sample (for i = 1, · · · , m). One repeats this procedure n times to obtain a balanced ranked set sample of size N = nm. Here, the term judgment ranking indicates that the ranking process is done without actually measuring the sample units, and thus it may contain errors. However, if the judgment ranking is perfect (i.e. without error), then the N units are independent order statistics, otherwise, they are independent judgment order statistics.
To draw an unbalanced ranked set sample, one relaxes the requirement that the number of judgment order statistics with rank i should be the same for i = 1, · · · , m. Instead, one first determines the set size m and the vector n = (n 1 , · · · , n m ), where n i is the number of measured units with judgment rank i (for i = 1, · · · , m). Then, one draws n i random sample(s) of size m and ranks each sample in increasing magnitude without obtaining their precise values. Finally, one measures the ith judgment ordered unit in each sample. The total sample size is N = m i=1 n i . Although McIntyre (1952) proposed the RSS design to improve the estimation of the mean of the pasture yield, since then, it has been widely developed for many statistical problems. Virtually all of the most important and practical statistical problems are well addressed in the RSS literature. For example, the problem of estimation of a distribution function has been considered by Stokes and Sager (1988) , Kvam and Samaniego (1994) , and Duembgen and Zamanzade (2013) . Stokes (1980) , MacEachern et al. (2002) , Perron and Sinha (2004) and Zamanzade and Vock (2015) considered the problem of nonparametric estimation of variance. Ratio estimator for the population mean using ranked set sampling has been addressed by Kadilar et al. (2009), and Li et al. (2012) analysed rounded ranked set sample data.
Another variation of RSS is the judgment post stratification (JPS) sampling scheme, which was recently introduced by MacEachern et al. (2004) . To draw a JPS sample of size N , using set size m, one first draws a simple random sample of size N . Then, for each unit in the simple random sample of size N , a supplemental m − 1 independent units are drawn to create a set of size m.
This set of size m is ranked from smallest to largest without obtaining the precise values of the units (e.g. by eye inspection or using a concomitant variable). Finally, the rank of the unit from the initial simple random sample with respect to the set of size m is noted. Thus, a JPS sample of size N consists of a simple random sample of size N with their corresponding judgment ranks.
There are two main differences between the RSS and the JPS designs. The first difference is about the role of the ranking process in these sampling schemes. In the RSS design, the ranking process, in each set of size m, is done prior to selecting the unit for measurement, and it determines this selection. Therefore, the rank of each observation in the RSS design is essential for the analysis.
Thus, statistical methods for simple random samples cannot be applied for ranked set samples, and they can only be analysed by methods that are specially designed for them. However, since in the JPS design, the ranking process is done after measuring all units in the simple random sample, the rank of each unit is additional information that does not necessarily have to be used. Therefore, the researcher can simply ignore the ranks and treat the JPS sample as a simple random sample. This is very useful for situations in which the researcher believes that the ranking process is poor.
The second difference between the RSS and the JPS is about the number of observations with judgment rank i, say n i . In fact, while the vector of n = (n 1 , · · · , n m ) is a fixed and predetermined vector in the RSS setting, it is a random vector in the JPS setting and follows a multinomial distribution with N trials and probability vector 1 m , · · · , 1 m . Thus, due to random variations of the vector n, the JPS sampling scheme tends to be less efficient than a balanced RSS scheme with the same set size.
The JPS sampling scheme has drawn attention in recent years. Frey and Feeman (2012) showed that the standard mean estimator in the JPS setting is inadmissible under mean square loss function, they then proposed an alternate mean estimator. Another nonparametric mean esti-mator is proposed by Wang et al. (2008) , by imposing an order constraint on judgment sample means. Frey and Feeman (2013) proposed a conditionally unbiased variance estimator assuming that the post stratum sample sizes are known. Another estimator of variance is proposed by Zamanzade (2016) by using a stochastic order constraint. The problem of estimation of the distribution function has been considered by Frey and Ozturk (2011), Wang et al. (2012) , and Duembgen and Zamanzade (2013) . Dastbaravarde et al. (2016) provided a theoretical framework for the JPS setting and showed that the empirical estimators in the JPS setting are less efficient than their counterpart in the RSS setting, but more efficient than their corresponding estimators in the SRS setting. Ozturk (2014) developed statistical inference for a population quantile. He then constructed a test as well as a distribution free confidence interval for it.
As mentioned earlier, the ranking in the RSS and the JPS settings is done by using an inexpensive and cheap method which does not require obtaining the precise values of the units, and thus it may be inaccurate and contain errors. In this case, which is called imperfect ranking, the statistical procedures are less efficient than in the perfect ranking case. While some statistical methods that were developed under the assumption of perfect ranking are relatively sensitive to deviations from this assumption, there are some alternative procedures for them which are more robust. Although the methods that are developed under the assumption of perfect rankings outperform their robust counterparts if this assumption holds, they may become completely invalid under imperfect rankings. Some examples of such methods were provided by Frey et al. (2007) .
Based on the above discussion, it is desirable to test the assumption of perfect rankings, when we want to choose between a procedure that assumes the rankings are perfect and a robust counterpart of it. In the RSS setting, some tests for this purpose have been developed by Frey et al. (2007) , Li and Balakrishnan (2008) , Zamanzade et al. (2012) , Frey and Wang (2013) and Zamanzade et al. (2014) .
A test for perfect ranking will also be useful in the JPS setting because the rank of each observation is additional information that does not necessarily have to be taken into account in analyzing the data. Therefore, the test of perfect ranking in the JPS setting can be used for choosing between a JPS procedure requiring perfect ranking and a SRS procedure, which ignores the rank information. Furthermore, even for JPS-based procedures that are robust to deviations from perfect ranking, the result of the test may help to decide whether it makes sense to use a JPS scheme again in a future, similar study: Even if applying the JPS scheme is assumed to be relatively inexpensive compared to the exact measurement of the quantity of interest, its cost may be unacceptable if the ranking is very far from perfect, such that the gain that can be expected from the JPS scheme will be minimal.
We organize the rest of the paper as follows. In Section 2, we discuss nonparametric tests of perfect judgment ranking in the RSS settings. In Section 3, we develop some nonparametric tests bution. By using the asymptotic distribution of the vectorR, Frey et al. (2007) suggested two test statistics, a chi-squared statistic K and a concordance test statistic W . The test statistic K is designed to measure the distance between the observed and the expected vector of the mean ranksR, whereas the test statistic W is a linear combination of the mean ranks inR, in a way that it is stochastically greater under the assumption of perfect ranking than under any alternative of imperfect ranking. Frey et al. (2007) 's simulation results indicate that the test based on K is uniformly less powerful than two other tests, so we do not consider it any further in this paper. A simplified form of the test statistic W is
and the assumption of perfect ranking is rejected for large values of W * .
Independently from Frey et al. (2007) , Li and Balakrishnan (2008) developed some nonparametric tests of perfect ranking for balanced RSS. Let
be a balanced ranked set sample of size N = nm. Let R ij be the rank of Y [i]j among all units in the jth cycle (for i = 1, · · · , m; j = 1, · · · , n). Then, the perfect ranking tests proposed by Li and Balakrishnan (2008) are
where 
The simulation results of Vock and Balakrishnan (2011) indicate that the tests based on J and W * are uniformly more powerful than the tests based on N and S, respectively. 
where the only difference between N * h , S * h , A * h and N j , S j , A j is that the former set is applied to the hth sample out of the n m samples
It turned out that the tests based on P N and P S are equivalent to the tests based on J and W * , respectively. However, the P A test statistic is uniformly better than the test based on A.
The P A test statistic can be generalized to unbalanced RSS as follows. Let n = max 1≤i≤m n i ,
, and set X ij to "missing" if j > n i , for i = 1, · · · , m, j = 1, · · · , n. We apply P A to the X ij s as if we had a balanced RSS. The only difference is in the computation of the A * h in the hth permuted sample. Let l h be the number of non-missing observations in the hth permuted sample, and R 
Additional contributions in testing the assumption of perfect ranking were made by Frey and Wang (2013) and Zamanzade et al. (2014) , who developed parametric tests of perfect ranking. However, since our interest here is in the nonparametric setting, we do not consider those tests any further. Remark 1. Some tests of perfect ranking in the JPS setting can be obtained by exploiting the connection between the JPS and the RSS settings. If we condition on the vector n = (n 1 , · · · , n m ), then we can consider a JPS sample as a balanced or unbalanced ranked set sample. Thus the aforementioned tests of perfect rankings in the RSS setting can be used in the JPS setting, as well.
However, we show in this paper that an alternate procedure gives better results in terms of power and ease of use. 
where i 0 = 0, S j = m − r j , C j = r j m rj for j = 1, · · · , N and i j is indexed from i j−1 + r j to mj, for j = 1, · · · , N − 1.
Proof.
(I) Let n i be the number of observations with judgment rank i, for i = 1, · · · , m. Since the vector n = (n 1 , · · · , n m ) follows a multinomial distribution with N trials and probability
where the Y ′ rj s are independent r j th order statistics from samples of size m, and the last equality follows from Theorem 4 in Kvam and Samaniego (1993) , with the correction given in Frey (2007) .
where U (i) and U are independent random variables and follow Beta(i, N + 1 − i) and U (0, 1) distributions, respectively.
It is clear from the above theorem that the joint distribution of the vector R o does not depend on the population distribution, and therefore the tests based on R o will be distribution free.
The first test statistic that is introduced in this paper is based on the joint probability of
. In fact, if the observed values of the vector R o have a small probability under the assumption of perfect ranking, this can be regarded as a symptom of imperfect ranking. Therefore, we propose the following test statistic for assessing the assumption of perfect ranking in the JPS sampling scheme:
where (r 1 , · · · , r N ) are the actually observed values of R o and the probability is calculated under perfect ranking. The T P test statistic can be computed efficiently via the R-code provided by Frey and Wang (2013) .
Another test of perfect ranking can be constructed by counting the number of R (i) s that violate their order expectations. Note that in an ordered JPS sample, the units are sorted according to the Y values. Therefore, since Y (i) < Y (j) , for i < j, then under the assumption of perfect ranking, it is expected that R (i) < R (j) , for i < j, as well. Thus, we propose the following test statistic for assessing the assumption of perfect ranking:
The third and the fourth test statistics we propose in this paper are based on the distance between the vector R o = R (1) , · · · , R (N ) and its expectation under the assumption of perfect rank-
. We take the sum of squares of R (i) − E R (i) , and the sum of absolute values of R (i) − E R (i) as tests for perfect ranking. Therefore the tests of perfect ranking can be constructed as
. However, it is easy to see that these two test statistics are one to one functions of
respectively, which have the advantage of always being an integer.
All proposed test statistics reject the assumption of perfect ranking when their values are too large. In Table 1 , we have given the critical values of the test based on T P for nominal levels close to 0.05 and 0.10. Those entries marked by asterisks were obtained by using Monte Carlo simulation with 1,000,000 repetitions, while the others are exact and were obtained by using Theorem 1. It should be noted that due to the discreteness of the distribution of all considered test statistics in this paper in both the RSS and the JPS settings, it is usually not possible to attain an exact size of α without randomizing. For example, for N = 5 and m = 2, and under the assumption of perfect ranking, T P ≥ 5.0439 with null probability 0.0367 and T P ≥ 4.7756 with null probability 0.0535. Therefore, to obtain the significance level α = 0.05 in a randomized test based on T P , the assumption of perfect ranking is rejected with probability one if T P ≥ 5.0439, and with probability Remark 2. Each of the tests presented in this section is based on the same idea as one of the tests for the RSS setting presented in Section 2, which can also be applied to the JPS setting as described in Remark 1): The T P test and the N P test both use the probability of observing ranks under the assumption of perfect ranking, T N and P N (equivalent to J) are both based on counting violations of the order of measured values expected according to their judgment ranks, T S * and P S (equivalent to W * ) both use the squared differences between true ranks among a certain set and judgment ranks, and T A * and P A are based on the absolute values of these differences.
However, it is worth mentioning that the tests originally designed for the RSS setting (N P , J, W * , P A) condition on the vector (n 1 , . . . , n m ), while the tests presented in this section do not. This means that while the tests based on T P , T N , T S * , and T A * control the type I error rate only unconditionally, the tests based on N P , J, W * , and P A control it conditionally on the vector of post stratum sample sizes. This may be considered as an advantage of the tests based on Remark 1 because the vector of post stratum sample sizes (n 1 , . . . , n m ) contains no information about whether the rankings are perfect or not. However, the drawback of controlling the type I error rate conditionally will be that the conditional distributions tend to have larger jumps than the unconditional distribution, such that the size of these conditional tests based on N P , J, W * and P A will typically be smaller for the non-randomized version, or randomization will play a much more important role for the randomized version, respectively, in comparison to the unconditional tests based on T P , T N , T S * , and T A * .
For the tests based on N P , J, W * , and P A, the conditional distribution given the vector (n 1 , . . . , n m ) of post stratum sample sizes is needed for each of the This number rapidly grows as N increases, such that providing tables of critical values in advance will hardly ever be feasible except for small JPS samples. In practice, for a single application of the test, the critical values could be determined after collecting the data, for the observed post stratum sample sizes only. However, this would mean that the researcher would have to wait for these time-consuming calculations or simulations to complete before the test can be applied to the observed data.
Power Comparisons
In this section, we compare the proposed tests with the best existing tests of perfect ranking in the RSS setting, by conditioning on the vector of post stratum sample sizes n = (n 1 , · · · , n m ) and thinking of a JPS sample as an unbalanced or balanced ranked set sample. The nonparametric tests of perfect ranking in the RSS setting, which are used in our comparison set, are as follows: The tests based on N P and W * due to Frey et al. (2007) , the test based on J due to Vock and Balakrishnan (2011) , and the test based on P A due to Zamanzade et al. (2012) . For power comparisons, we have considered the following four scenarios of imperfect ranking:
• Bivariate normal model due to Dell and Clutter (1972) . Let (X, Y ) follow a bivariate normal distribution with a correlation of ρ. In each set of size m, the Y values are ranked according to the X values.
• Fraction of random rankings due to Frey et al. (2007) . In this imperfect ranking scenario,
) is selected correctly with probability λ, and with probability 1 − λ, it is selected randomly from the set {1, · · · , m}. Thus, the distribution of R (i) is as follows:
where R follows a uniform distribution on the set {1, · · · , m} and R 0(i) is the rank of Y (i) in the case of perfect ranking. Table 1 : Critical values (CV) of the test based on T P for nominal levels close to 0.05 and 0.10, and the corresponding levels, P 0 (T P ≥ CV ). • Fraction of inverse rankings due to Frey et al. (2007) . Here, R (i) is selected correctly with probability λ, and with probability 1 − λ, it is selected completely inversely. Therefore, the distribution of R (i) is a follows:
• Fraction of neighbor rankings due to Vock and Balakrishnan (2011) . In this imperfect rankings scenario, R (i) is selected correctly with probability λ, it is one too small with probability 1−λ 2 , and it is one too large with probability 1−λ 2 . Thus its distribution is:
We have generated 1,000,000 random samples from the above imperfect rankings scenarios, for Remark 3. In the case that the ranks of all observations in the JPS sample are the same, i.e.
, for some r ∈ {1, · · · , m}, each test statistics puts probability one on a single value, making the distribution degenerate. In this case, we have used the trivial randomized test that always rejects the assumption of perfect ranking with probability α = 0.05. the powers of the tests based on T P and N P are competitive in all considered cases, the powers of T P are slightly higher than those of N P in the bivariate normal model, the fraction of random rankings model, and the fraction of inverse rankings model. The N P test is the best in the fraction of neighbour rankings model.
Conclusion
In this paper, we developed some nonparametric tests of perfect judgment ranking for the judgment post stratification sampling scheme. We compared the proposed tests with their competitors in ranked set sampling via Monte Carlo simulation. Based on our comparison, we observe that:
• The best proposed test (T P ) has competitive powers with the best test of perfect ranking in ranked set sampling (N P ), and its powers are slightly higher in most considered cases.
• The critical values of the T P test can be simply calculated or simulated for different values of sample size and set size, while providing critical values of the nonparametric tests in the RSS setting for using them in the JPS setting is a challenging task for large values of (N, m).
• The exact levels of the test based on T P are very close to the nominal level α = 0.05 and α = 0.10, when the sample size (N ) or set size (m) is not too small.
Therefore, based on the above observations, we generally recommend to use the test based on T P in practice.
If controlling the significance level conditionally on the vector of post stratum sample sizes is considered to be important, the N P test may be more attractive (see Remark 2). According to the simulations, its power is also very high, while for a non-randomized version of the test being applied to small samples, the power can be expected to be slightly below that of the test based on T P . Determining the critical values for the N P test is more complicated than for the test based on T P , since this has to be done separately for each possible vector of post stratum sample sizes.
